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Public school music is one of the more recent addi­
tions to the curriculum of the secondary school, and even 
a more recent addition to the curriculum of the elementary 
The individuals who were responsible for the forma­
tion of the curriculum thirty years ago viewed public school 
music as another one of the educational frills that were 
floating along on the crest of the tide of progressive 
The conservatives in education took a dim view 
of music as an educational fundamental, to be placed along­
side reading, spelling, arithmetic and grammar, 
considered a play activity, time consuming, effort ex­
pending; with no educative adjunct nor contribution. 
These conservative educators seemed hesitant, neverthe­
less, to criticize openly this new course in the curric­
ulum, yet offered, concomitantly, little opposition and 
less encouragement. 
Sometimes music was tolerated because it provided 
the garnishings for other activities that were carried on 




at the school. 
of devotional exercises, of which music was an integral 
The music consisted of singing without an instru-part. 
ment or accompanied by anything except the imagination. 
2 
The music that was rendered was the expression of the 
individual's moods. No attempt was made to make music 
within the group an expression of their concerted moods. 
It was, purely, individualistic. 
Somewhat later, music was used as a part of the 
program that was concerned with the interpretation of the 
school's program of work. The teacher in charge of the 
program was usually a cooperative person with strong lungs 
and a good memory. The teacher, for selfish reasons or for 
altruistic reasons, wanted the work of the school to im­
prove; and felt that music would improve the entire aspect 
of the school program. She "began to refine her processes, 
conduct regular practices, select music purposely and then 
"She began to teach music, but 
Some 
pursued a definite goal, 
music had not attained academic respectability." 
teachers were required to work under conditions that were 
Practices were con-very unfavorable to say the least, 
ducted outside of school because of the lack of facilities. 
Practices were conducted after school hours because the ad­
ministration would not allow the time off from regular 
Teachers found it necessary to buy the music 
Pupils were so steeped in the traditional 
practices relative to music that it was hard to interest 
them in a different type of music to be performed or in 
performing the music in a different manner. 
The writer does not wish to infer that these condi­
tions and transitions conformed to a particular date 
class work. 
that was used. 
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notation. These conditions are influenced, in the main, 
by the philosophy of the school, the organization of the 
curriculum, the available facilities and the teacher. In 
brief, the music program is influenced by the structure of 
the school as that school progresses or retrogresses from 
one level of development to another, as the case might be. 
For the last fifteen years the writer has been em­
ployed as a music teacher in the Fouke-Hawkins High School, 
Hawkins, Wood County, Texas. The writer has noted the 
changing status of the music program in the Fouke-Hawkins 
High School, and is conscious of some of the factors that 
seem to influence these changes. An assumption that the 
other schools of Wood County are experiencing the same 
changes would be to assume that the same conditions that 
influence the Fouke-Hawkins High School's music program are 
present in the other schools of the County. Such an as­
sumption is not supported by sufficient scientific data. 
The writer has observed, however, that music in some de­
gree, has found its way into the curriculum of practically 
all schools. The degree of excellency of musical perform­
ance has, in many instances, become the layman's criteria 
for measuring the adequacy of the school's program of work. 
It is no longer in a stage of toleration, but is an accept­
ed part of the curriculum, regardless of its status. The 
writer is interested in knowing the status of the music 
program in each of the schools of Wood County. 
If 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem with reference to the music programs in 
the Negro Schools of Wood County is stated in the form of 
the question that follows: "What is the status of the 
Music Programs of the Negro Schools in Wood County?" In 
order to determine the status of these music programs, 
they must be viewed in the light of generally accepted 
criteria for evaluating a music program. 
In the light of the writer's experience with music 
programs in Wood County, an effort has been made to analyze 
this problem with two basic assumptions. First, we assume 
that the music programs in the schools of Wood County do 
not conform to the generally accepted criteria for evaluat­
ing music programs. Second, we assume that there is a need 
for a more adequate type of music program than is found in 
any one of the schools. 
In the light of these assumptions, the study proposes 
to answer the following general questions: 
1. Are the music programs as now set up in the 
Negro schools of Wood County adequate? 
2. What type of music program, if any is needed, 
is best adapted to the Negro schools of Wood County? 
To carry out the study, answers to the following 
more specific questions will be sought: 
1. Does the type of music program found in the 
Negro schools of Wood County provide the pupils 
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with desired types and desirable types of musical 
experiences? 
a. Does the musical program in the 
primary departments of the Negro 
schools of Wood County provide 
pupils with experiences that are 
personally satisfying, emotionally 
invigorating and technically correct? 
b. To what extent is the music program 
in the elementary department of the 
Negro schools of Wood County verti­
cally integrated and horizontally 
correlated? 
c. To what extent does the music program 
at the secondary level provide oppor­
tunities for individual artistic ex­
pression that affect leisure 
perspectives and vocational choice? 
d. Does the music program in the Negro 
schools of Wood County provide train­
ing in critical discrimination and 
evaluation of music in the high school 
department? 
2. What changes, if any, should be made in the 
basic structure of the music program in the Negro 
schools of Wood County? 
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a. Is the school's philosophy concern­
ing music, in each of the schools, 
sound and dynamic? 
b. Are the organizations, techniques 
and procedures that are used in the 
Negro schools of Wood County, plants 
and facilities, adequate according 
to the generally accepted criteria 
as set up by experts in the field? 
c. Does the program make provisions for 
the professional growth and develop­
ment of the teachers? 
Purpose of the Study 
Music in the Negro schools, such as are found in 
Wood County has been moving forward on the momentum of its 
own inertia. So little attention has been paid to it that, 
like "Topsy", it simply grew up. The purpose of this study 
is to accomplish the following: 
1. To determine the course offerings of the 
Music Program of the Negro Schools of Wood 
County. 
2. To determine the philosophy, techniques and 
procedures of the teachers of music in the 
Negro schools of Wood County. 
3. To determine the professional status of the 
teachers of music in the Negro schools of 
7 
Wood County. 
To provide a comprehensive criteria for 
evaluating a music program. 
To provide a supplement to the course of­
ferings that is adaptable to each 
individual, in an effective manner, in 
each of the schools. 
if. 
5. 
Scope of the Study 
The study will include the music programs of the 
four Negro schools in Wood County. It will review general­
ly accepted philosophies, organizations and practices of 
music programs that have been outlined by experts in the 
field of music education. The study will include recom­
mendations for improving the music programs of the Negro 
schools in the county. The study will concern itself with 
recommending changes that are possible within the periphery 
of the restricted administrative framework that is so 
prevalent with regard to Negro schools. 
Sources of Data 
The data for this study were obtained in the follow­
ing manner; 
1. Questionnaires were sent to the various 
teachers in an attempt to get information concern-
These data ing the structure of the music program. 
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provided the guide lines for perusal of current 
literature that was pertinent to the subject. 
2. A representative sample of textbooks that 
were relevant to the study were reviewed. 
3. Periodicals that were relevant to the 
study were reviewed in order to get current 
opinions on the subject. 
*+. Observations were made of assembly programs, 
assembly exercises and interscholastic participa­
tion by representatives from the schools that were 
studied by the writer. 
5. Observations and summaries of some music 
clinics and some music workshops that are held in 
the vicinity of Wood County, where the writer works; 
Mexia, Texas, where the writer lives; and Prairie 
View A. and M. College, where the writer attended 
school. 
CHAPTER II 
CRITERIA FOR THE EVALUATION OF A MUSIC PROGRAM 
Evaluation is the process of determining the extent 
to which the objectives of education have been attained. It 
involves three steps; namely, the formulation of objectives, 
the collection of data, and the interpretation of data. 
Measurement attempts to secure improved precision and ob­
jectivity of observation. The uses of evaluation in a 
music program include appraisal of pupils progress, guid­
ance, motivation, improvement of instruction, maintenance 
of standards and research."1' 
Any program involving the educative process must be 
evaluated in terms of the entire program. It is impossible 
to reach a conclusion, scientifically arrived at, if only 
some segments of the whole are considered. Thus in the ap­
praisal of a music program the writer has decided to look 
at the program from the vantage points of (1) the philosophy 
that determines the general direction, (2) the administra­
tive organizational concept, (3) the plant and facilities 
that affect the music program, (*f) the personal character­
istics and the professional preparation of the teacher, 
(5) the teaching techniques and teaching procedures 
"'"Charles Leonhard and Robert House, Foundation and 
Principles of Music Education (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1959)> P* 360. 
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involved, and (6) the opportunities for pupils to 
themselves through participation. 
Any attempt to ignore any of these phases of the 
music program in the evaluation process leaves open the 
door to improper evaluation and spurious conclusions. 
The following criteria are suggested for the guid­
ance of persons interested in evaluating a program of music 
education. They represent an object if ication of the 
author's philosophical orientation. They should help in­
dividuals in developing criteria that are consistent with 
their own philosophical orientation and applicable to 
specific situations.1 
express 
1. The controlling idea underlying the entire 
program is the development of musicianship 
and musical responsiveness. 
The program operates on the basis of a well 
formulated statement of objectives which 
are consistent with and contribute to the 
objectives of the school and which have been 
developed cooperatively by the music-
education staff. 
The program is organized and operated to 
contribute to the stated objectives. 
The program exhibits continuity from the 
elementary school through secondary school. 
5. General music provides the core of the music 





The program provides musical experiences 
that reach all pupils in the school. 
The musical experiences provided meet the 
diversified interests of the pupils. 
6. 
7. 
^eonhard and House, op. cit.. p. 359* 
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8. The program makes provisions for individual 
differences in musical capacity, background 
and aspiration. 
The program results in the development of 
musical leadership on the part of able 
pupils. 
The program develops musical interests and 
competencies which carry over into out-of-
school life. 
The program serves to make music a vital 
factor in the life of the school. 
There are adequate opportunities for public 
performances growing out of the program and 
serving as a means of promoting musical 
growth. 
The program utilizes the musical resources 
and traditions of the community. 
The program promotes constructive relation­
ships with private music teachers in the 
community. 
The program has a desirable impact upon and 
promotes constructive relations with com­
munity agencies such as churches and adult 
music groups. 
The program operates within the framework of 
long-ranged plans. 
The music education staff exemplifies organic 
unity, commoness of purpose and coordination 
in planning and working. 
The musical resources of teachers other than 
music specialists are utilized in the program. 
All participants in the program, including 
staff and pupils, participate in planning on 
appropriate levels. 
Equipment and instructional materials are 
adequate, varied, up-to-date, in good repair 
and easily available for use. 
There is provision for systematic procurement of 















22. The quality and extent of facilities for 
music contribute to the attainment of the 
objectives of the program. 
The program has the support and approval 
of the school administration and faculty. 
The program has the support and approval 
of an informed public. 
Provision is made for continuing a con­





The Philosophy With Regard to the Public School Music Program 
In the first place, the philosophy of a music program, 
as is true of any educative program, must be fundamentally 
sound. Philosophy is concerned with the attempt to answer 
the question "Why". The answer to the question "Why teach 
music?" constitutes the framework of a philosophy of music 
education; and correspondingly the answer to the question 
"Why include music in an education program?" constitutes 
the philosophy of a music program. 
In the first place a sound philosophy of music educa­
tion inspires and lightens the work of the music teacher.^ 
Even the most skillful teacher encounters failures in teach­
ing. The discouraged or beaten teacher of music is at a 
total loss. A body of underlying beliefs about music and 
a passionate enduring faith in its worth, to which the 
teacher can turn for inspiration and guidance, are essential 
1Ibid., p. 72. 
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for a lifetime of music teaching.1 
A philosophy of music education serves to guide and 
give direction to the efforts of the teacher.2 If his 
philosophy is vague and ill defined, his efforts are likely 
to be random, unfocused, and inconsistent. A well-
formulated and comprehensive philosophy, on the other hand, 
permeates every aspect of his teaching. It serves as an 
important source of principles and helps him decide whom to 
teach, what to teach, and how to teach.^ 
A sound philosophy of music education helps the music 
teacher clarify and explain the importance of music to his 
if colleagues and to laymen. Support for music from all peo­
ple concerned with the school—administrators, the faculty, 
and parents—is essential if the music program is to extend 
or even maintain its present status and accomplishments.5 
The writer has called your attention to some salient 
points concerning the philosophy of music. It is to be 
noted that all of these points had to do with the teacher 
Since it is axiomatic that "Schools exist and the music. 
for the benefit of the child, and must concern themselves 
and their resources with the development of the child," it 








being placed in the curriculum and finally to state the 
reasons for including music in the schools today from the 
standpoint of the child • Plato held that the great value 
of music lay in its usefulness in achieving social results 
which he considered desirable.1 The Romans included music 
as one of the seven liberal arts because of the mathemati­
cal aspects of music.2 During the Renaissance and Reforma­
tion, Protestant elementary schools brought music into the 
curriculum to develop religious feelings and to save souls.3 
Typical claims made for music in our schools today are the 
following: b 
Music education includes activities and 
learning which develop the social aspects 
of life. 
1. 
2. Music education develops the health of the 
student. 
3. Music education aids in the development of 
sound work habits. 
b. Music education instills wholesome ideals 
of conduct. 
Music education aims to develop good 
citizenship. 
Music education improves home life. 
5. 
6. 
Some of these reasons are not far-fetched, such as, 
its being a social asset, but some, which for value judg­
ment sake are left unmentioned, are bordering on the 
1Ibid. 




ridiculous. But because human beings are endowed with 
greater potentials to develop the social and aesthetic 
aspects of his nature, music becomes a contributing in­
fluence and an effective vehicle for his development, thus 
making these reasons for music logically, musically and 
The reasons ares-1-educationally sound. 
1. Art is the result of man's need to trans­
form his experience symbolically. 
Aesthetic experience grows out of and is 
related to ordinary experience. 
All human experience is accompanied by 
feeling. Music bears a close relation to 
human feeling. 
Music is expressive of the life of feeling 
in that its movement symbolizes the move­
ment of feeling alternating between struggle 
and fulfillment, intensity and release, rise 
and fall, movement and repose, and even, 
finally, life and death. 
The import of music is not fixed; it is 
subjective, personal and creative in the 
best sense of the word. 
Every experience of music is a feelingful 
experience. 
The sound basis for music education is the 
development of natural responsiveness of 
human beings. 
The music education program should be pri­
marily aesthetic education. 
Music education should be cosmopolitan, 
giving recognition to the values of all 
kinds of music. 
All instructional material should be musi­










1Ibid.. pp. 100-101. 
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Excerpts from literature reflect some basic philoso­
phies} while showing a leaning in certain directions. These 
excerpts may serve as a catalyst to crystallize the philo­
sophy of some reader, and for that reason they are included 
here. 
"Music in education is importance." This importance 
takes on a new perspective with the realization that this 
form of art meets the standards that were established by 
the National Education Association for judging prospective 
school courses. All Seven Cardinal Principles of Education 
are applicable to the study of music.^ 
1. Command of Fundamental Processes — Music 
helps to develop coordination, precision, 
imagination and discipline. 
Citizenship — Music demands cooperation 
and team work. It stimulates appreciation 
for precise standards. 
Health — Music making encourages good 
posture, proper breathing and muscular 
coordination. 
Ethical Character — Music fosters whole­
some attitudes and an appreciation for 
fellow classmates. 
Worthy Use of Leisure — Music making is 
a constructive and enjoyable use of 
leisure time. 
Vocational Guidance — Whether teaching 
or performing music, teachers are a part 
of our culture. 
Worthy Home Membership — Musical activi­








Dorothy Kelley. "Music in Higher Education," Music 
Journal. Vol. XX, No. 6 (September, 1962), pp. 100-101. 
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On the basis of standardized tests, a strong rela­
tion exists between functional intelligence and musical 
achievement. 
of experts.^ 
The following are excerpts from statements 
Dr. Ralph W. Lanz, Assistant Superintendent, Los 
Angeles, California, says: "The disciplines learned in 
music are often transferable to their other studies, often 
making them all-round better students." 
Dr. Lloyd Sunderman2 makes the following statement 
concerning the "why" of music: The philosophy of music 
education is significant in view of the fact it encompas­
ses so many individuals. If music has significant value 
for social living, then the education of the few at the 
expense of the many will never create a musical culture of 
lasting value for succeeding generations. Withstanding the 
fact music has been loved over the years, the "why" of 
music is interesting as well as significant. 
Music generates insights. Insights eventuate into 
choice; there can be no artistic growth without refined 
choice. Choice gives direction and purpose to concepts. 
The philosophy of music education must take on an 
individual purposefulness.^ The associate experiences of 
1Ibid.. p. 101. 
2Lloyd Sunderman, "Philosophy of Music Education," 
Music Journal. Vol. XIX, No. 3 (March, 1961), p. 5*+* 
^Louise Myers, Teaching Children Music (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,1961), p. 358* 
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music have a moral purposefulness that commends itself to 
all individuals; while a well thought out program of music 
education focuses and directs the individuals' energies in 
such a manner as to give them direction and salutary ethical 
achievement. Music education provides opportunity for a 
high level of creativity, opportunities to explore the 
basic cultures and an opportunity to deal with the dynamic 
nature of the individual. 
Louise Kifer Myers1 gives a very comprehensive view 
of some guiding principles that represent the basic philos­
ophy of music education. "Music is the most important means 
by which pupils can grow and develop physically, intellect­
ually, socially, and emotionally. It is a means to an end 
rather than an end in itself." Activities in music are 
directed toward two objectives: (1) Teaching children 
through music and (2) Teaching for appreciation of 
necessity. 
The Organization and Administration of Music Programs 
There is a natural tendency for a man to organize 
his work. Even a person working along plans, organizes 
the sequence of his endeavor in order to get the job done 
as efficiently as possible. That purpose remains constant 
with reference to administration. Administration is the 
unification of several factors that do not operate 
1Ibid.. p. 358. 
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separately nor independently but simultaneously and 
operatively in facilitating the operation of a task. There 
are three basic elements in administration, namely: Ad­
ministrative authority, administrative organization and 
administrative procedure. In summation these basic ele­
ments are power, process and mechanism.1 The administra­
tion of a school program is evaluated in terms of whether 
or not it performs the administrative functions that are 
necessary in the performance of the task. In the adminis­
tration of a music program the administrative functions are 
the same as the functions involved in any other area. 
Keith D. Snyder^ outlines the following administrative 
functions as basic, and may be used as the criteria for the 
evaluation of the music program: 
1. Defining the purpose. It is only after es­
tablishing goals or desired results that a person 
in an administrative position can properly lead 
others through the various sequences of activities 
that result in intelligent decision and effective 
action. 
2. Planning. Planning is the administrative 
co-
process of thinking through problems and procedures 
It is charting the course before acting upon them, 
to be followed in the journey towards the goals 
l-Keith D. Snyder, School Music Administration and 
Supervision (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1959)» P« 1 • 
2ibid., pp. 18-21. 
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established when purposes are defined. 
3* Organizing. Organizing involves assembling 
the persons, securing the materials and equipment, 
checking available facilities or creating new ones, 
and putting them all in position for carrying out 
the plans that have been created. It is a time of 
marshalling forces to activate the plans. 
b. Directing. This function of administration 
is concerned with the coordination of the activities 
of the organization, making sure that all channels 
are in proper relationship with each other, that 
each step complements all others, that the entire 
operation is in balance, working together as a well-
knit, integrated unit, and that no one phase runs 
ahead of another and weakens or postpones the full 
realization of the purpose set for the entire 
organization. 
5. Evaluation. The administrator must maintain 
a questioning or examining attitude at all times, 
looking for weaknesses and remaining aware of 
strengths. 
6. The good administrator will never be satis­
fied with his organization and its products. He 
will always be seeking ways and reasons for improv­
ing himself, his school, and the product of the 
school. 
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Charles leonhard and Robert House look at adminis­
tration of a music program in a more concise manner, but 
cover the same areas of operation that are covered by 
Snyder. Leonhard and House divided administrative activi­
ties into three categories. These categories are as 
follows: 1 
1. Program administration. This concept has 
to do with the establishing of objectives, out­
lining the program, setting up means by which the 
program may be evaluated, arranging a schedule 
that will accommodate the individuals who are 
interested in the course, coordinating depart­
mental activities that may use music as a back­
ground or a supplement to further enhance the 
individual musical expression, attending to de­
tails of programs during concerts and other print­
ed matter including music news releases, 
compiling records that have to do with partici­
pation, and instances of progress, and promotion 
of expanded activities that will give pupils an 
opportunity to participate in clinics, music 
tours, personal visits, scholarship offers and 
general publicity. 
2. Personnel administration. One of the most 
vital responsibilities of the administrator in 
the management of personnel is the selection of 
teachers. A good measure of the administration 
in this area may be ascertained by reviewing the 
formula used for the selection of teachers. The 
selection of personnel must be objectively done 
on a professional basis. Any other procedure is 
open to reproach. The administration of student 
personnel will include analysis and counseling. 
The needs of the students must be discovered and 
the steps should be taken to guide pupils in the 
solution of their problems. 
3. Administration of facilities. The admin­
istration of facilities involves the financial 
operation of the school. The finance involves 
fund raising, budgeting, ordering, and paying 
for the materials. The plant must be construe e 
in light of all the factors concerning music in 
mind. Basic items of equipment must be taken 
under consideration by the administrator. 
iLeonhard and House, op. cit., pp. 281-297. 
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Marion S. Egbert describes the music situation in 
a number of places and formulates a conclusion that is 
quite interesting.1 "Most of the difficulties that 
round the music program are related to time that may be 
allotted to instruction, space in which to conduct the in­
structional phase of the program, sufficient teaching aids 
for extracting the maximum potentials, and coordination of 
the program of activities. A review of the conditions in 
most schools will reflect the level of administration in 
the school." 
sur-
William Goins had this to say concerning the dilemma 
of public school music"The writer's observation is that 
the public school music program is befraught with two dilem­
mas. First, the failure of the administration to recognize 
and respect the uniqueness of the preparation of the music 
teacher, and accord her comparable status. Music is a 
field in which few principals have competence or apprecia­
tion. These principals would be wise to rely heavily upon 
the advice and direction of an expert. One expert is his 
music teacher. Most principals are afraid to take this 
course for fear the prestige of his office would be sabo­
taged. Second, the failure of the administration to 
recognize the organization of the program will affect the 
attitude and performance of the teacher, which results in 
Marion S. Egbert, "Music Making Under Difficulties," 
Music Journal. Vol. XVIII, No. 2 (February, I960), p. 32. 
2William Goins, "Dilemma of Public School Music," 
Music Journal. Vol. XVIII, No. b (April, 1962), p. MO. 
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the lamentable failure of many public school music teachers, 
who often succumb to the professional derelictness and 
not, justifiably demand such a status as her training 
should accord." 
Lorene Ort^ does out outline a set of guide lines 
for the evaluation of a music program, but she makes some 
observations that will call ones attention to the fact that 
the administration of the music program leaves much to be 
"The place of music in the curriculum is to lift 
can-
desired. 
high the sights, to temper those it encircles, and to 
build glory into human lives and destinies." "Music has, 
for a long time, been the step-child of the curriculum. It 
has been tolerated but not accepted, desegregated but not 
integrated into the curriculum. We need to risk the hazard 
of making a few mistakes to see whether the arts are not 
really the core and not the peripheral of all education. 
It could be, as it has the potentials for providing limit­
less expression for all the things that developing pupils, 
by nature, do, such as, seeing, hearing, observing, ap­
preciating, questioning and exploring. 
The real potentials of music courses are stifled by 
the attitudes and practices of responsible persons at dif-
The enigmatic attitude ferent levels of administration. 
that is often present at the college level produces the 
The courses are misfits in public school music classes. 
•'•Lorene Ort, "Music in Our Educational Svstem," 
Music Journal. Vol. XVIII, No. 1 (January, I960), p. 82. 
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offered because of the demand from the body of students, 
who have become interested in the course to fulfill certi­
fication requirements. The second-rate-essential attitude 
is displayed quite often in situations that employ a music 
teacher for the entire elementary department, 
room teachers are the usual perpetrators of the attitude. 
The home-room teacher asserts the authority, the prerogative, 
to retain for her attention certain persons who are behind 
in some other phase of their work while other pupils attend 
This procedure crystallizes the attitude and 
actions that lead pupils in high school to cut a music class 
to prepare an assignment in science, English or mathematics. 
Music thus becomes the whipping boy, a contemporary fill in, 




The principals subscribe to the second-rate-essential 
attitude when he juggles the schedule in favor of the so-
Some principals regard a band as called solid subjects, 
superfluous if the school does not have a football team. 
Because of this attitude, music in the traditional schools 
presents the problems of space, time, adequate personnel, 
scheduling, materials of instruction and status. 
"The character of the music in the school, as is 
true of all other courses, will reflect the professional 
The administrator of the music image of the administrator. 
must be measured in terms of his ability to teach, 
his personal integrity, his energy, his enthusiasm, his 
program 
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intelligence, his faith, his sense of purpose and direction, 
his friendliness and affection, his understanding of ways 
and means and his ability to accept responsibility for 
making decisions."1 
Plant and Facilities 
In the evaluation of the plant and facilities a 
very simple question suggests itself—"How well do the 
building and facilities contribute to the smooth operation 
of a sound music program?" It is recognizable that musi­
cal plants are both commodious and expensive. It is the 
nature of music instruction to require considerable extra 
space and extra construction cost per pupil. Rehearsal 
space and individual practice facilities, complex storage 
arrangements, humidity control and acoustical problems all 
2 contribute to this expense. 
The location of the music room is quite important. 
The statement of basic requirements in a matter of fact 
way will constitute the principles for evaluating music 
plants. 
Music rooms should be conveniently placed in rela­
tion to the auditorium stage and classrooms, vertical 
travel should be avoided in the transportation of heavy 
a 
and expensive equipment. 
1Snyder, op. pit., p. 22. 
^Leonhard and House, op. cit., p. 29*+. 
3Snyder, pp. cit.. p. 256. 
The W. R. Banks Library 
Prairie View A. & M. Co 
Prairie View, Texas 
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The music wing, or portion of building housing the 
music department, should have a direct outside entrance 
that facilitates community and evening use.^ 
All music rooms should be situated close together 
to make it easier to coordinate and supervise work going 
on at the same time and to make it easier to share equip­
ment that may be used in common by several classes or 
organizations.2 
The music department should be physically isolated 
as much as possible to avoid disturbing other classes and 
to lessen interruptions.3 
The Cooperative Study for Secondary School Standards 
sets up the following evaluation standards for the physical 
facilities of a music program.^ 
follows: 
These standards are as 
1. How adequate are space provisions for the 
music program? 
2. How well does the music equipment meet 
enrollment and curriculum requirements? 
3. How adequate are provisions made for care 
and replacement of music equipment? 





Evaluative Criteria—1950 Edition, "Cooperative 
Study of Secondary School Standards," p. 153• 
3 
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Teaching Techniques and Procedures 
The highest priced and most significant piece of 
equipment in a music classroom is the teacher. It is the 
only piece of equipment that can adjust itself to the needs 
of the children, can improve itself to meet the basic 
problems and can evaluate the results of its own accom­
plishments. The business of the teacher is teaching. 
"Teaching is defined as the organization and conducting of 
learning experiences. It serves to arrange the learning 
environment for the pupil in such a way as to increase the 
efficiency of his learning. The procedures used by a 
teacher to organize the learning experiences of his pupils 
are called teaching methods."1 Three factors are held 
paramount in considering methods of' teaching. These factors 
2 are: 
1. Pupils do their own learning and must be 
the center of consideration. 
2. Pupils learn from all influences in the 
learning environment. 
3. Methods of teaching must be compatible 
with the objectives sought. 
These three factors in teaching music must rest on 
bases that include the nature of music and the musical ex­
periences, the objectives of instruction, the nature of the 
learning process, the maturational level, past experiences 
^eonhard and House, op. pit., p. 26b. 
2Ibid., pp. 265-266 
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and present needs of the pupils, and the teacher's com-
The teacher must take all of these into petencies. 
account and devise teaching methods in terms of his own 
unique situation.1 
The task of music teaching centers on establishing 
concepts, providing meaningful practice situations in which 
concepts are clarified and applied to a problem, and 
analyzing the results of practice.2 
Literature reflects the fact that a number of ex­
perts in the field discuss methods of teacher techniques 
in a particular field of interest. 
Charles H. Carlson and Ethell Durrier^ had this to 
"The imagina-say about music for the choir and ensemble: 
tive and creative choral director is continually seeking 
music that will provide an ever widening exposition of 
choral literature. The director soon learns to measure 
music with reference to the following guide-liness 
1. The artistic merit of the music. 
2. The contribution to the school music 
program. 
3. The availability and suitability of the 
work for school programs. 
•^eonhard and House, op. cit., p. 266. 
2 Ibid. 
Charles H. Carlson and Ethell Currier, "^sic for 
it Music Journal. Vol. XVill, 
3 
the Choir and Brass Ensemble, 
pp. 10, 52-53* 
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The quality of the music program is in direct pro­
portion to the quality of the music performed. It should 
be the paramount purpose of each teacher to select music 
of adequate stature. The teacher must be typed as an in­
strumental teacher or as a voice teacher. The teachers 
must be together in these two media of artistic expression." 
Jacques Abram-1- takes the position that teachers can 
be very instrumental in raising the performance of pupils 
to a higher level of proficiency. He goes beyond the line 
that fixes latent talent as the sole determinant. He 
holds that talent can be taught. "Talent is a combination 
of aptitude and capacity for intuitive recognition and 
understanding of meaning." The same conditions hold true 
for music. Recognition and grasp can be brought to the 
student—which is another way of saying that talent can be 
taught. Talent is not only facility and intuition; it is 
the comprehension of tangible techniques. The practical 
matter of performance is the bridge between inspiration and 
reality. "The teacher must open the door of these impera­
tive insights to students or they waste years trying to 
effect expected development." 
Robert Sabin2 sees these extra personal qualities 
that the teacher must possess and the extra intangibles 
"'"Jacques Abram, "Talent Can be Taught," Musical 
America. Vol. LXXXII (December, 1962), p. 59. 
2Robert Sabin, "Adele Marcuss The Challenge of ^each-
ing," Musical America. Vol. LXXXIII (February, 1963), P« 53-
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that she must perform as a challenge to good teaching# 
Music teachers may equate their own methods with his sug­
gestions and observations. "A teacher in every field must 
help a pupil determine just how he relates to the world. 
The handling of musical talent is a creative process, and 
it involves the total personality of the child. Teaching 
is not a dead-end; it is a valuable contribution to music 
and a profound human experience. Success is not a goal, 
but it is a result. The personal musical relationship is 
quite important. To analyze music, one must analyze him­
self. He must realize that his sensitivity must be 
channeled into what he is doing. There is however, a dan­
gerous practice of driving ones self too ruthlessly. Many 
students practice so much that they practice in public. A 
performance must be a spontaneous affair. You are creat­
ing music. The preparation should consist of an analysis 
of all the factors--phrasing, tempo, pulse, shading and 
color. When these factors are mastered, when the pupils 
have reached the conclusion that this is the composer's 
intention, he recreates this music in his own image. Par­
roting an artist will not bring mastery. 
The teacher must keep the pupil happy with music. 
If a pupil can not sit and practice for hours at a time 
and be taught, she is obviously not ready. A pupil must 
be physically and spiritually excited by music. 
The teacher must be careful not to obliterate 
natural talent, but to underline it. Some pupils are 
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natural exhibitionists and thrive on competition, others 
are introspective and prefer intimate playing, 
be lead to perform with love, insight and mastery, 
factors constitute musicianship." 
Bernard Kirshbaum1 takes the position that there is 
Pupils must 
These 
a positive correlation, a high positive correlation, be­
tween the type of person a teacher is and the type of 
teacher she is. His description of the various types of 
music teachers may help readers to identify themselves. 
The pessimistic teacher is usually one who has ex­
perienced a frustrated ambition. He does not see the bright 
side of the future. He is a poor counselor. 
The sadistic teacher believes that learning can be 
accomplished by hurting people. He likes to slap the 
knuckles, stample the toes or press woefully on the should­
ers. This teacher will not accept any kind of excuse, he 
gloats over the slightest mistake, and demands repetition 
in practice beyond what is reasonable. Pupils soon develop 
an aversion for practicing. 
The neurotic teacher is high strung and nervous, 
excessively emotional, and subject to hysteria and tan­
trums. Such a teacher is void of empathy and fills pupils 
with tension and anxiety. 
•^Bernard Kirshbaum, "The Piano Teacher As a 
Person," Music Journal. Vol. XVIII, No. 1 (January, 1960), 
p. *+3» 
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The unimaginative teacher is one who has a set 
method for each grade of work. He will ignore the per­
sonal factors in teaching and will assign the same 
material to everyone. He embodies all the other faults. 
Instruction ends with little to show but strictness. 
The creative teacher takes into affect the factors 
that set off one student from another. He believes in and 
understands the importance of the recognition of individual 
differences. He may use the same material but has instruc­
tional practices that are flexible. As the differences in 
students' taste, span of attention and character or talent 
manifest themselves, the procedure becomes more individual­
ized and the material more selective. 
Elbert L. Bellows"1" makes some very pertinent sugges­
tions to choral directors. These suggestions may help to 
form the criteria for a music program. 
1. The director should never ask more of a young 
voice than can be given with ease and freedom. 
2. The director should strive to develop good 
intonation, freedom of emission, correct 
pronunciation of vowels, enunciation of 
consonants, clear, beautiful and distinct, 
distinguished diction. 
3« The director should devote at least fifteen 
minutes of each practice session to phonetics. 
The director should not use a musically 
talented voice as a thumb gauge. 
^•Elbert L. Bellows, "Suggestions to Choral Directors, 
Music Journal. Vol. XVIII, No. 3 (March, I960), pp. 53, 
103. 
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5. The director should assign parts in accord­
ance with the students' tessitura, and not 
because of the need of balance in the 
choral group. 
Louise Kifer Myers-1- sets the following guide lines 
for the teaching of music. 
1. Plans for growth and development are made 
upon the basis of existent attitudes and 
skills. 
2. Attitudes and interest are more important 
than skills. 
3. All experiences with music affect attitudes 
and interest. 
^f. The child's interest and needs are basic in 
selecting teaching materials. 
The teacher must first analyze the actual status of 
the child's attitudes and interests and determine the level 
of the skills he possesses. The analysis should consider 
singing, rhythm, creating and listening. 
Professional Preparation of the Teacher 
The central person in the development and determina-
One accepts the fact tion of curriculum is the teacher, 
that a school's curriculum is the experiences provided the 
children under the guidance of the school, rather than 
subject matter separated into properly graded segments for 
their assimilation. 
Keith 0. Snyder2 makes some interesting observations 
with reference to the professional preparation of the teacher. 
-^Myers, op. cit., 
2Snyder, 
p. 272. 
pp. cit., pp. 98-99* 
3^ 
"Most of the teachers that are teaching in accred­
ited schools in Texas today are required to be employed in 
their major or minor fields of preparation. It is under­
standable to accept the premise that all of the music 
teachers have the minimum requirements for music education 
on their transcripts. Professional preparation takes in 
more than the accumulation of hours of credit. Professional 
growth is important and must be considered when measuring 
the efficiency of the teacher. 
A teacher is growing professionally when she develops 
an understanding of purpose, of the community, of the peo­
ple, of the resources, of the learning process, and is 
skillful in research. 
Teachers have an incentive to grow if they are in-
centived to proceed in that direction. The teachers have 
an incentive to grow professionally if a positive morale is 
evident, if they have opportunities to release their 
talents, and if there is some financial reward." 
It is axiomatic that, if growth is to take place 
along desirable lines, the environment must be wholesome 
or one that contributes to such growth. 
Demonstration lessons, individual conferences, 
visiting days and the use of the professional library are 
"'"Snyder, op. cit., pp. 112-113. 
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the most direct methods of improvement when working with 
an individual. 1 
Staff meetings, professional conferences, bulletins, 
clinics, study groups and workshop groups are the most 
direct methods for improving group procedures.2 
Teachers will react well to arrangements which afford 
them the opportunity to do their job more effectively and to 
make their full contribution within the faculty, the com­
munity, and the profession.^ The teacher should be given: 
Full participation in solving problems of 
the school, 
1. 
2. An effective program of supervision, 
Committee assignments based on true interest 
and expertness, 
Access to a truly professional library, 
Encouragement and recognition of efforts 
in research, 
Opportunities for public performance, 
Encouragement of original musical composition 
and its performance, 
Opportunities to attend rehearsals and con­
certs of other musical groups, 
Schedule adjustment to allow participation in 
music clinics and festivals and attendance at 
professional meetings, 
Encouragement of wise cooperation with reli­










3-Ibid.« p. 115. 
2Leonhard and House, op. pit., P« 289. 
3 ibid. 
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11. Leave and credit for summer school or ex­
tension study, 
Assistance in personal evaluation. 
It is interesting to note the difference between the 
training required for elementary teachers in the United 
States and in other countries, particularly Austria. 
Jack M. Watson1 makes the following observation: 
"The training of the elementary teacher in Austria is far 
12. 
different from her American counterpart. Instead of the 
meager six hours, which is fairly standard in the American 
undergraduate elementary curricula, the Austrian student 
who is preparing to be an elementary school teacher is re­
quired to study music during the entire five years of her 
teacher training. A student attending Salzburg Teachers 
College, pursuing a course in elementary education is re­
quired to play at least one instrument for the full period 
of her study. Her music classes consist of fundamentals, 
history, theory, literature, and methods and materials, for 
She is required to sing the full five years of training, 
in the chorus, and to play in the orchestra a large part of 
her time, and she actually teaches music as a regular part 
of her practice teaching program." 
Opportunities for Individual and Group Expression 
It is one of the high points of the school year when 
Oppor-the music group will make a public appearance. 
Ijack M. Watson, "Music Education In Austria." 
Music Journal. Vol. XVIII (February, I960), pp. 60-61. 
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tunities for such appearances represent an Index of the 
relationship between the school and the community, 
who appear on such programs, either alone or with 
Pupils 
a group, 
experience a cultural enrichment that cannot be experienced 
otherwise. 
Public performances by school musicians have in­
herent worth in addition to their actual capacity for de­
veloping public understanding, 
the cultural life of the community. 
It is a means for adding to 
Excellent music, care­
fully chosen and artistically performed, can have a profound 
effect upon listeners. Music ignored on the radio, televi­
sion or in the concert hall, will be listened to and en­
joyed when performed by an excellent school group.1 
"The music director must be certain that all music 
performed is well performed. A good performance has a 
tremendous value; a bad performance can do irreparable 
It is better not to perform at all than to do it 
It is far better to play easy, simple music and 
harm. 
poorly. 
play it well, than to tackle a work too difficult for the 
The standard of excellence must group and play it poorly, 
be kept high at all times.2 
School music groups that are capable of good per­
formances are given opportunities to appear in Christmas 
Cantatas, Civic Anniversaries, Club Meetings, Public 
^Snyder, op. cit.. p. l*+5. 
^Ibid ., p. l*+6. 
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Assemblies, Radio, Television and Parades. Individuals 
may perform at churches, at conventions and for organi­
zational entertainments. If school groups are never in­
vited to participate in any other activities except those 
sponsored by the school, it is wise to re-assess the 
public opinion of the music program. 
CHAPTER III 
A REVIEW OF THE MUSIC PROGRAMS IN THE NEGRO SCHOOLS 
OF WOOD COUNTY, TEXAS 
The description of the music programs in the Negro 
schools of Wood County, Texas will be based on a question­
naire that was sent to each of the music teachers in each 
of the schools and the observations of the writer. In in­
stances where more than one teacher worked with some phase 
of music a questionnaire was sent to each teacher. The 
questionnaire does not request specific identification, 
thus the writer will refer to schools as "School A", "B", 
"C" or "D". 
The writer's contact with the schools of Wood County, 
Texas has enabled her to discern certain features and 
certain characteristics of the music programs in the various 
schools that would not be readily detected by others. The 
Wood County Teachers Association sponsors two activities 
during the school year that bring all the schools together 
music wise. The extent of participation of the schools in 
these activities is quite revealing to an individual whose 
training makes her conscious and observant of the little 
things in the fabric of the music program that affect the 
performances of pupils. 
hO 
The Association sponsors a Christmas Music Festival 
in the community of one of the schools, 
bring their participants to the festival, 
has taken place for the last fourteen years. 
The other schools 
This festival 
The sponsor 
asks the host school to set the tone for the type of music 
that would be accepted in the community. The Associations 
sponsor a band festival also. The schools in the county 
that have bands bring them to the festival. The festival 
is held at another school in the county. Band festivals 
of this type have been conducted for the last five years. 
Three of the schools in the county participate to­
gether in the music activities of the Interscholastic 
League at the district level. Participation gives the 
writer an opportunity to judge, somewhat, the effective­
ness of the instruction in the music programs in the 
schools. 
In as much as the writer is not attempting, in the 
main, to get a picture of the overall music program in the 
Negro Schools of Wood County, Texas, but is attempting 
to get a picture of the music program in each school, a 
The writer is presenting, summary sheet is not used, 
however, each questionnaire sheet as it was returned by 
each person that worked with the music program in the 
A summarizing statement concerning each various schools. 
school's program will point up the strengths and weaknesses 
hi 
of the various programs. The knowledge of these strengths 
and weaknesses will he used as the basis for making recom­
mendations in the next Chapter. 
b2 SCHOOL A 
Teacher A-l 
NATURE OF THE MUSIC PROGRAM 
jSuestionalre 
Supply an answer in the blank presided at the beginning 
of each questio&o 
Is public school music offered aa a regular part of 
the curriculum, in your school? 
Is the music offered on a high school level? 
Is the music offered on an elementary level? 
In what grades do you begin music instructions? 
In what grades do you begin teaching part singing? 





c Is music in your school an elective ©r a required 
subject? /J 
8. How many music classes do you teach? 
J). How many music classes d© you teach per day? 
10. In high school x*hat is your average enrolment per 
class? 
H0 if students are allowed to select their courses, do 
/T" Y'"' you find more or less boys interested In music- c3.asso" • 
.*'4Jstf/tASJU0i7&S.iL/, Underl Ine the formal courses in music in the list be-
„ low that are taught in your schools 
theory.. literature hiutsryw- Upon which formal course 
is most interest and emphasis placed,, Write your 
selection in the blank at the left. 
13. Do you combine activities of singing, listening, rhythm, 
creative and instrumental activities in on© class 
^ period? Underline the ones included,, 
SWiSiKS001 
your teaching situation. 
q2 
Sll°an«el!£i§r#oUr *»»«••the 
a film strip &0 piano 
^ bo record player 
c o autoharp 
do pitch pipe 
e. metronome 
i0 tonettes or similar 
instruments 
Jo podium 
It a risers 
1. baton 
•M* 
m0 other equipment (List) t tape recorder 
rhythm band w 
16. Place a cheek besides the t/lsual aids that you use in teaching 
public school music classes. 
f a. flash cards 
bo notetor 
Co Films of Composers 
h0 List others: . 
^ee pictures of instruments 
f0 cardboard piano 
K"J£C film strips 
17e Do ym^ us© a text in your music classes? High school 
level? 
List the texts that you use if the answer is yes„ 
Grade level? 
Wt*f • -• -
Wj. Lull fJM2l 
What is your major field of professional preparation? 
What is your minor field of professional preparation. 
How many teachers in your school are employed to teach 
music? 








Chorus ^Instrumental ensemble 
^ Rhythm Band 
Male Quartet 
Band 
Octet Glee Club 
Female Quartet Tonefcte Group 
Melody Band List otherss 
23 0 Is every child given an opportunity to study music? 
In high school? * In Elementary school? 
Is each child who takes music given an opportunity t© 
perform publicly? / 
2ko 
In high school? In elementary school? 
1+5 
The answers on the questionnaire from School A 
reflect the following facts concerning the music program 
in that school: 
That music is taught as a basic part of the 
school curriculum. 
1. 
That the administration of the music program 
shows evidence of and adherence to an 
accepted philosophy of music education. 
That teaching devices and teaching aids 
are very impoverished. 
That the teacher is not prepared profes­
sionally to teach music. 
That pupils get opportunities to express 








NATURE Ktfen PROGRAH 
Questlonairs 
Directions: Supply an answer in the blank provided at the besinnw of each question wgwramg 
lo Is public school music offered as a regular part of 
the curriculum in your school? 
2» Is the music offered on a high school level? 
JJo Is the music offered on an elementary level? 
ij-o In what grades do you begin music instructions? 
J>n In what grades do you begin teaching part singing? 
6a In what grades do you bdgin instrumental instruction? 
7* Is music in your school an elective ©r a required 
subject?' 
80 How many music classes do you teach? 
, 9e Hew many music classes do you teach per day? 
10B In high school xvhat is your average enrolment per 
* class? 
11„ If students are allowed to select their courses, do 
you find more or loss boys interested in music classes? 
X2o Underline the formal courses in music in the 15.at be­
low that are taught in your school: fundamentals, 
theory, literature, history* Upon which formal course 
is most interest and emphasis placed* Writ© your 
selection in th© blank at the left# 
13« Do you combine activities of singing, listening, rhythm 
creative and instrumental activities in on© class 
period? Underline the ones inc!ud©&0 
lit* Do you have a special music room for public school 
music classes? If the answer is "no", descirbe 




q ! ^7 
i5° 5fg0isn§el!Sl 
^ ®.o piano 
b0 record player 
Co autoharp _ 
do p5.toh pip© 
ee metronome 
_____ f tape recorder 
^ go rhythm band 
ngS#our1SiIsses?e<!k b63ldes **"> 
ho film atrip 





mc ether equipment (List) 
16. Place a check besides the b isual aids that you use in teaching 
public school music classes. 
y' aP flash cards 
bo nctator 
Co Films of Composers 
ha List others: 
_ja, pictures of instruments 
0 cardboard piano 
rj» film strips 
MMRM •mv 
17e Lo yoxt use a text in your music classes? High school 
Grade level? 
List the texts that you use if the answer is yes. 
level? 
16. What is your major field of professional prepare^ io^? 
"/(MAO 19. What Is your minor field of professional prepays... on. 
_ ̂  20Q How many teachers in your school are employed to teach 
- • music? . -
yytf) 21. Are you a full time music teacher* 
220 Which of the cr ganizations listed below are sponscro- b,/ j 
school? ,y 
Chorus Instrumental ensemble 
Rhythm Band 







Melody Band List othssrai 
Kmt 
Is every child given an opportunity to study music? 
In high school? 
23 
AL In Elementary school? 
2I4.0 Is ieach child who takes music given an opportunity t© 
perform publicly? 
'<ikkL In high school? In elementary school? 
^9 SCHOOL B 
Teacher B-2 
NATURE OF THE MUSIC PROGRAM 
Questionaire 
Directions-.: Supply an answer- in the blank provided at the berinninsr of each question Beginning 
idt-Lmi ° public achooA music offered aa a regular part of 
/ the curriculum in your school? x 
2. Is the music offered on a high school level? 
n3o Is the music offered on an elementary level? 
'sfty A* Xn w&«t grades do you begin music instructions? 
1x1 grades do you begin taaehing part singing? 
Xli what grades do you bdgin instrumental instruction? 
.,?<• Xs ®«sic in your school an elective ©r a required 
subject? 
8» How many music classes do you teach? 
w9& How many music classes do you teach per day? 
10» In high school what is ycur average enrolment per 
class? ' 
<> If students are allowed to select their courses, do 
you find more or less bays interested in music classes? 
Underline the formal courses in music in the list be­
low that are taught in your school: fundamentals., 
theory, literature, history# Upon which formal cours 
is most interest and emphasis placed* Write your 
selection in the blank at the loft# 
12 o 
13o Do you combine activities of singing, listening, rhythm 
creative and instrumental activities in one class 
period? Underline tho ones included, 
Xij.. Do you have a special music room for public school 
music classes? If the answer is irno% doaoirbe 




Iqu?^ilntatil!fcyo5 5llC^n§et!Kigr#ou?1§£Isieg^ck besid8s the 
t. piano 
bo record player , 
ca autoharp 
do pitch pipe 
e e me tronom© 
ho film strip 





m0 other equipment (List) f tape recorder 
Go rhythm band 
16» Place a check besides the b laual aids that you use in teaching 
public school music classes® 
pictures of instruments 
JFo cardboard piano 
^go film strips 
a© flash cards 
OB 
bo notator 
Co Films of Composers 
Jho List othsrss, 
17© Do you use a text in your music classes? High school 
Grade la eel? 
List the texts that you use if the answer is ye30 
level? 
"TfotudjjPJ 180 What is your major fiold of professional preparation? 
190 What is your minor field of professional preparation? 
20o How many teachers in your school are employed to teach 
music? 
21 © Are you a full time music teacher? 
220 Which of the organisations listed below are sponsored by your 
school? 
tb 
> , Chorus 
Octet 
Female Quartet 




Tonotte Group J.-: 
.3 51 
Melody Bard List otherss 
I Zdy 23 Is every child given an oppoi-tunity to study music? 
.o In Elementary school? 
2i4.o Is each child who takes vmafjic given an opportunity t® 
perform publicly? 
iy Jy In high school? 
In high school? 
\ML 
In elementary school? 
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The questionnaires from School "B" as reported by 
the music teachers reveal the following conditions with 
reference to the music program: 
That the basic philosophy of music educa­
tion is questionable as music is an 
elective as low as the Third Grade. 
That very little equipment, facilities 
and teaching aids are available to the 
teacher. 
That the teacher is a music major, but 
is not employed, wholly, in her major 
field. 
That the music that is offered is avail­
able to all pupils. 
That pupils get an opportunity to make 







The questionnaires from School "C" follow. 
53 SCHOOL C 
Teacher C-l 
MATURE OP THE MUSIC PROGRAM 
Queationaire 
Directions? Supply an answer in the blank provided at the beginning 
of ©ach question* 
Lit. lo Is public school music offered as a regular part ef 
" / the curriculum in your school? 
Ufsi/ 2o Is the music offered on a high school level? 
'iiJJd 3a Is the music offered on an elementary level? 
ha In what grades do you begin music instructions? 
fo - In what grades do you begin teaching part singing? 
6ft In what grades do you bdgin instrumental instruction? 
, jA JIs music in your school an elective or a required 
subject? 
J — / : 6» How many music classes do you teach? 
»w': _ 9ft Kow many music classes do you teach per day? 
;/ . ; „JLO„ In high school ttfhat is ycur average enrolment per 
class? ' ' 
^ 11 Q If students are allowed to select their courses, do 
. you find more or less boys interested in music classes? 
*'^2X3.1^0 Underline the formal courses in music in the list be­
low that are taught in ycur school? fuirelrmiairtals 
thftiusy*—literature, hist cry*, Upon which formal"""^ 
is most interest and emphasis placed,, Write your 
selection in the blank at the left® 
rse 
J 11. Do you combine activities of singing, listening, rhythm 
^ - creative and instrumental activities in one class 
, v ' / period? Underline the ones ineludeds 
DO you have a special music room for public school 
music classes? If the answer is "no % d©3Cxrbe 
your teaching situation* 
5V 
oqu£pmlltatia! ul^te^elcSinl^our^-cilalas?6^ beside< ^ 
h.e film strip 
15 o 
.ft o piano 
Jbo record player 
ca autoharp 
do pitch pipe 
So metronome 





C , tape recorder mc ether equipment (List) 
go rhythm band 
16 0 Place a check besides the b isual aids that you use in teaching 
public school music classes» 
a« flash cards e« pictures cf instruments 
fo cardboard piano 
.go, film strips 
•, . >« notator 
co Films of Composers 
Jti3 List others: _ 
17 Do you us© a test in your music classes? High school 
level? Grade level? 
List the tests that you use if the answer is yes. 
V £ r 
%Uc<U& 18. What is your major field of professional preparation? 
What is your minor field of professional preparation? 
// f 20«, How many teachers in your school are employed to teach 
music? 
.21, Are you a full time music teacher? 
2o Which of the organizations listed bolcw are sponsored by your 
school? 
- ^^Instrumental ensemble Band Chorus 
Glee Club ^Rhythm Band 




Melody Band List otherss 
X J, 23o Is ©very child given an opportunit 
In high school? ^ 
Is each child who takes mu^lc given an opportunity to 
perform publicly? 
In high school? 
to study music? 
In Elementary school? 
/ 
2k * 




NATURE OF1 THE KUSltT PROGRAM 
Questionaire 
Supply an answer in the blank provided at the beginning 
of each question, 
Is public school music offered as a regular part of 
the curriculum in your school? 
Directions? 
t&z. i. 
-^£6 "5^ 2„ Is the music offered on fi high school level? 
3o Is the music offered on an elementary level? 
It® In what grades do you begin music instructions? 
/' ̂  In what grades do you begin teaching part singing? 
60 In what grades do you bdgin instrumental instruction? 
yu, is music in your school an elective sr a required 
subject? 
80 How many music classes dc you teach? 
9o How many music classes d© you teach per day? 
10® In high school what is ycur average enrolment per 
class? 
110 If students ar© allowed to select their courses, do 
l4~Acr- you find more or loss boys interested in music classes? 
1rffaAAJLsf 12o Underline the formal courses in music in the list be-JlwiU&sflGS*— low th&t are taught in your schools fundamentals, 
theory? literatures, history® Upon which formal course 
is most interest and emphasis placed# Writs your 
selection in the blank at the left# 
13c Do you combine activities of singzng, listening, rhyihaij 
creative and instrumental activities in one c.i.ass 
period? Underline the ones included„ 
JJLA/ lit® Do you have a special music room for^public^ school 
music classes? If the answer is no , descirbe 






IS" Si!oMn?e^&i-8|a#0U?1ri!3?8S'ecl! be3ld6E 016 
z-' 
h6 film strip &0 piano 
b0 record player 
c9 autoharp 
do pitch pipe 
e 0 me tronom© 
tonettes or similar 
instruments 
/.'• j o podium 
risers 
la baton 
m0 other equipment (List) f tape recorder 
go rhythm band 
irdu<r/f?<t). t&J£* 
l6o Place a check besides the b Isual aids that you use in teaching 
public school music classeso 
aQ flash cards 
bo notetor 
—II I • ' " I 
^ c0 Films of Composers 
h0 List others:. 
e® pictures of instruments 
f0 cardboard piano 




text in your music classes? High school 17e Do you us© 
level? Grade level? abtrTii 
List the texts that you use if 3 answer is yesa 
What is your major field of professional preparation? 
minor field of professional preparation? 19o What is your 
20o How many teachers in your school are employed to teach 
A / music? . ' _ 
1/s J> 21c Are you a full time music teacher/ 
o Which of tli© organizations listed below are sponsored by . - ' 
school? 








Melody Band List others: 
.-u«-aa; 
23 o Is every child given en opportunity to study music? 
In high school? In Elementary school? 
perform publicly? takeS nnjsic 8iven an opportunity to 
.^T In elementary school? 
2k* 
In high school? 
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The answers on the questionnaires from the music 
teachers from School "C" reflect the following: 
1. That the music program is an integral part 
of the curriculum offerings. 
2. That the philosophy of the music program 
is consistent with approved music programs. 
3. That music is available to all students. 
That all of the formal music courses are 
taught in the school. 
5. That no unique nor specialized provisions, 
as far as the school plant is involved, 
are made for conducting music instruction. 
6. That the school has available the basic 
musical equipment and supplies that are 
necessary for music instruction. 
7. That the teachers use some books that are 
not on the State Adopted Textbook List for 
enrichment purposes. 
8. That both music teachers are employed in 
their major field of preparation. 
9. That neither teacher is required to divide 
his nor her time with non-music subjects. 
10. That the program provides sufficient or­
ganizational outlets for pupils' growth 
and expression. 
11. That pupils are given opportunities for 
expression in public of their achievements. 
To follow is a questionnaire from each of the teachers 
of School "D". 
60 SCHOOL D 
Teacher 
NATURE OF THE MUSIC PROGRAM 
Questioimir-e 
D-l 
Direct Ions- Supply 311 fihswer in i>he to lark provided at the beginning 
of each questloma 
10 Is public school music offered aa a regular part of 
the' curriculum in your school? 
26 IS the music offered on a high school level? 
Is the music offered on an elementary level? 
lj.0 In what grades do you begin music in struct ions? 
JJo In what grades do you begin teaching part singing? 





l\l red 7o Is music in your school an elective ar a required 
J~u—" subject? 
80 How many music classes do you teach? 
98 Hew many music classes d© you teach per day? 
10a In high school what is your average enrolment per 
class? 
0 If students are allowed to select their courses# do 
you find more or less boys interested in music classes? 
Underline the formal courses in music in the list be­
low that are taught in your school? •ffflniffliifffltnls-y 
theory,*.-literatures, history,-- Upon which formal cour-se 
Ts most interest and emphasis placed® Write your 
selection in the blank at the Xofio 
13• Do you combine activities of singing? listening,, rhytam 
creative- and «#- in one class 
period? Underline the ones tnduded« 
Do you have a special music rocm for public school 
music classes? If the answer is "nc% deacirbe 
your teaching situation. 
Lm 
Jwa 





Slt0&%g!S&Is#ouS1§ilsletb9ck besides 4118 
h0 film atrip S-o piano 
£_Jba record player 
c0 autoharp 
do pitch pipe 
e0 metronome 
io tonettes or similar 
instruments 
_.1« podium 
tea risers pmm 
to bat-on 
tim 
m0 ether equipment (List) f tap® recorder 
ga rhythm band 
Place a check besides the b Xsual aids that you use in teaching 
public school music classes0 
16* 
j3o pictures of instruments 
cardboard piano 
jgo film strips 
a0 flash cards 
b* not a tor 
Co Films of Composers 
h0 List others: 
i/ Do you us® a text in your music classes? High school. 
Grade level? 
List the texts that you use if the answer is yos0 
17 e 
level? 
idA ;i8o What is your major field of professional preparation? 
19o What is your minor field of professional preparation? 
20s How many teachers in your school are employed io teach 
music? 
21 o Are you a full time music teacher? 
220 Which of the organizations listed below are sponsored by your 
school? 
^ Band 
r \Glee Club 
2i 
M 
^ Instrumental ensemble 
^JRhythm Band 





Melody Band List otherss 
.SSi 
(AQ^jJ 23Q IS every child given an opportunity to study music? 
In Elementary school? 
UA-J/ 2U.C Is each child who takes m^sic given an opportunity t© 
perform publicly? 
•'/ In high school? In elementary school? 
///..,/, In high school? / 
63 SCHOOL D 
Teacher D-2 
NATURE OF THE MUSIC PROGRAM 
Directional Supply an answer in the blank provided at 
of each question 
S?83 3 M8UUr part #f 
2a Is the music offered on a high school level? 
»3<> Is vh© music offered on an elementary level? 
A° Iri what grades do you begin music instructions? 
^ what grades do you begin teaching par-t singing? 
6<> In what grades do you bdgin instrumental instruction? 
^To Is music in your school ©n elective or a reaui^ad 
subject? 
8e How many music classes do you teach? 
« How many music classes dc you teach per day? 







11, If students are allowed to select their courses, do 
you find more or less bays interested in music classes? 
12, Underline the fomal courses in music in the list be­
low that are taught in ycur schools fundaments'? 
theoryp literature fej. story, Upon which formal course 
is most interest and er-ipr..asis placed, Writ© your 
selection in the blank at th® left® 
13o Uo you combine activities of singing? listening, rhythm 
creative and instrumental activities in one class 
period? Underline th® ones included. 
Do you have a special music room for public school 
music classes? If th© answer is "no", descirbe 
youi* teaching situation, 
(JLMALl£23^ JtL 
6*f q2 
1^° equ?pmont&tM?fcyou ua^te^eacSLil^our^-ciasiee?;®0^ besidee the 
piano hn film atrip 
b0 record player 
rU^ ,c a autoharp 
A/A^- d0 pitch pipe 
j©o metronome 





uYl/y f tape recorder m® other equipment (List) 
rhythm band 
16. Place a check besides the b lsual aids that you us© in teachimst 
public school music classes0 
ac flash cards im&<i pictures of instruments 
0 cardboard piano 
tj?» film strips 
b® notator 
-S--
Co Films of Composers 
Jh0 List others: 
.17. Do you use a text in your music classes? High school 
level? Grade level? 
ast the texts that you use if the ansvrer is ; 
4 
o What is your major field of professional preparation? 
19o What is your minor field of professional preparation? 
20~ How many teachers in your school are employed to teach 
v_^ music? 
/U-y 2.1- Are you a full time music teacher? 
220 Which of the organisations listed below are sponsored by your 
school? 






1./ Band •"•"WW) 
••• t/_ Plea Club 
Tonette Group 
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Melody Band Liat others: 
Is every child given en opportunity to study music? 
1\MS In high school? In Elementary school? 
Is ^ach child who takes music given an opportunity to 
perform publiely? 
2k In high school? In elementary school? 
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The following facts are evident from the answers 
to questions on the questionnaires from the teachers of 
School "D": 
Some form of music is offered in the 
elementary and high school departments. 
The school does not have a music room; 
does not use a conventional classroom 
for music purposes, but makes use of the 
cafeteria for the band and the auditorium 
gymnasium for the chorus. 
The music program has only the piano, 





b. One of the music teachers is an English 
major and the other one is a music major. 
The school sponsors a representative number 
of musical groups and expression outlets for 
the participants. 
Pupils do participate in public performances. 
5. 
6. 
An overall picture of the music program has some very 
discouraging feature, yet all of the schools try to effect 
some form of program and try to give pupils an opportunity 
for aesthetic and social growth through music. 
CHAPTER IV 
DEFICIENCIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING 
THE MUSIC PROGRAM IN THE NEGRO SCHOOLS 
OF WOOD COUNTY, TEXAS 
In the preceding chapter the actual questionnaires 
that had been answered by the music teachers in the Negro 
schools of Wood County, Texas were presented. The writer 
felt that to see the actual survey would present a better 
picture of the real conditions than a resume would portray. 
An analytical look at the music programs in the Negro 
schools of Wood County, Texas in light of the guiding prin­
ciples that have been presented, leads to the formulation 
of one conclusion—the entire structure of the music pro-
It is to be expected that gram is in need of improvement, 
some particular areas of the programs may conform to the 
generally accepted criteria of a music program, but the 
general deficiencies and defects in the program negate the 
effectiveness of the more advanced areas. 
The general deficiencies in the music program of the 
Negro schools of Wood County, Texas, that appear in varying 
degrees of effect in the different schools and at different 
levels in the same school, may be catalogued as follows. 
The music programs are not actuated and 
guided by a philosophy that is educatively sound. 
1. 
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This weakness is evidenced by the fact that music 
has not attained academic respectability. It is 
not considered an essential in the curriculum. In 
most of the schools it is a non-credit course. 
Pupils may enter music classes and withdraw at will. 
Club meetings are arranged for pupils during the 
period. It is scheduled during the, so-called, 
activity period, a time of day when students are 
tired and prone to disorder. 
2. The music program is ignored in the organiza­
tion of the general school program and neglected in 
the operation of its activities. The administrative 
organization of the school is centered around the 
traditional tool subjects. These subjects are given 
preferential treatment in time allotment, schedule 
placement, assigning pupils, and in the allocation 
of funds. The absence of basic equipment in the 
music department is the fault of the administration. 
The music program is left to the music teacher in 
some schools. She buys the music and practices the 
pupils at the church or at her home after the school 
day is over. 
The facilities, equipment and plant do not 
represent conveniences that contribute to successful 
No special music room is provided in any of 
the schools for the public school music, for school 




nor for ensemble rehearsal. The bands practice in 
the gymnasium while basketball and/or tennis prac­
tices are in progress. The rooms that are used 
for practice do not have risers that would enable 
the teacher to view the entire group without dif­
ficulty. The standard equipment for public school 
music consists of a piano, a baton and a pitch pipe. 
The teaching techniques and procedures do b. 
not take into consideration the factors of learning, 
child growth and development as is done in present­
ing other educative experiences, and in effecting 
the development of pupils. In practically every in­
stance observed by the writer, pupils were required 
to sing outside of their voice range. Boys were re­
quired to sing during the period when the range of 
the voice was changing. Groups were using songs 
that were unfit for their use. The songs were poor­
ly selected, namely, on the basis of pupils' matura­
tion and ability. Teachers were more concerned with 
applauses from the audience after a performance than 
they were about the effect of the experiences on the 
child. 
5. The professional competency of the majority 
of the teachers conforms to standards that have been 
set up by the State Certification Agency. This par­
ticular area of the schools' music programs is the 
most satisfactory area. Of the eight different 
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persons that work with music in the Negro schools 
of Wood County, Texas, seven have a major in 
music# This fact precludes that these teachers 
have certain basic competencies. In addition to 
these basic competencies, the writer has observed 
that all of the teachers visit music clinics, par­
ticipate in the music sections at the Regional and 
State Teachers Organizations and attend school 
during the summer. 
6. Opportunities for group and individual ex­
pression are dwarfed musical irrelevancies that are 
imposed upon the music teachers with little or no 
regard for the real objectives of music. The music 
department is one of the supporting cast of most of 
of the school drama. The band must support the 
football program. The half time ceremonies are most 
fantastic, but the band teacher has had to spend 
sixty-five per cent of his time teaching pupils to 
march, to perform intricate formations and to whirl 
The same He is neglecting his music, 
generalization is true of vocal music in other 
a baton. 
The oppor-categories, and areas of interruption, 
tunities for individual expression, though many in 
number, drive pupils to a great deal of parroting, 
and they never express themselves, nor do they 
Some recommendations that the writer create music. 
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feels will improve the music programs in these 
schools will be presented. 
Recommendations for Improving the Philosophy Concerning 
Music 
A change of philosophy precludes a change of attitude. 
A change of philosophy is predicated upon the exercise of 
value judgment to the extent that new concepts are struc­
tured . The philosophy of any phase of a school's program 
reflects the administration, first; and the majority of the 
teachers, second; and the basic professional insights of 
the teacher in charge, towards the program, third. Some 
recommendations are as follows: 
1. That the principal be orientated concern­
ing the potentials of music as an educative area— 
equal to other traditionally respected core areas— 
such as English, science, mathematics and history. 
2. That musical activities be presented as their 
own hub, rather than as a supplement to other phases 
of the school program. 
3. That the school administration proceed to 
destroy the image that music is a play activity, or 
one with a second rate status.-*" 
To encourage principals to attend and par­
ticipate in music workshops, music clinics and 
-*-Sunderman, op. cit.. p. $+• 
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music conferences. 
5» To design an exhibition of music to show 
it, too, possesses the potentials for satisfying 
the Cardinal Objectives of Education.^ 
6. That each principal and each teacher will 
be provided with a copy of the "Child's Bill of 
Rights in Music." A copy of this document is 
presented below:2 
. Every child has the right to full and 
free opportunity to explore and develop 
his capacities in the field of music in 
such ways as may bring him happiness and 
a sense of well-being; stimulate his 
imagination and stir his creative activi­
ties; and make him so responsive that he 
will cherish and seek to renew the fine 
feelings induced by music. 
. As his right, every child shall have the 
opportunity to experience music with 
other people so that his own enjoyment 
shall be heightened and he shall be led 
into greater appreciation of the feelings 
and aspirations of others. 
. As his right, every child shall have the 
opportunity to make music through being 
guided and instructed in singing, in 
playing at least one instrument both 
alone and with others, and, so far as his 
powers and interests permit, in composing 
music. 
. As his right, every child shall have op­
portunity to grow in musical appreciation, 
knowledge, and skill, through instruction 
•'"Kelley, op. cit., p. 101. 
20. M. Hartsell, "Teaching Music in the Elementary 
School—Opinions and Comments," Music Educators National 
Conference, NEA, Washington, ASCD, NEA, 1963) PP* 53-5*• 
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equal to that given to any other subject 
in all the free public educational pro­
grams that may be offered to children 
and youth. 
. As his right, every child shall be given 
the opportunity to have his interest and 
power in music, explored and developed 
to the end that unusual talent may be 
utilized for the enrichment of the in­
dividual and society. 
. Every child has the right to such teach­
ing as will sensitize, refine, elevate, 
and enlarge not only his appreciation of 
music, but also his whole affective 
nature, to the end that the high part 
such developed feeling may play in rais­
ing the stature of mankind may be reveal­
ed in him. 
Recommendations to Improve the Administration of the Music 
Program 
If we accept the definition of administration set 
forth by Keith D. Snyder,^- we can see the part that admin-
The recommendations istration plays in a music program, 
concerning the improvement of the program by improving the 
administration are crystallized from the writer's knowledge 
of the conditions in the schools. These recommendations 
are as follows: 
1. That all pupils be required to participate 
in at least one music course during the school 
year.2 
"^"Snyder, op. pit., p. 17* 
2Egbert, op. pit., p. 32. 
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2. That elective music courses and music activi­
ties be made available to all pupils# 
3« That elective music courses and music activi­
ties of an instructional nature be scheduled during 
the school day.1 
*+. That each school should conform to the 
standards for the accreditation of Elementary and 
Secondary Schools with reference to the time 
devoted to music.2 
5. That schools should not neglect the music 
program in an attempt to glamorize other school 
activities and neglect the basic needs of the music 
instructional program. 
6. That the principal should assume the same at­
titude concerning music as a budgetary consideration 
as is done for science, mathematics, English or any 
other traditional subject. 
7. That music be made a part of the in-service 
training program for teachers with limited 
competence.3 
That opportunities be promoted whereby en­
semble and other small groups may do special work 
after school on their own volition. 
8. 
3-Ibid. 
and SecondaryCS?tool^» mileSn'bjz! Texaf Ed^tSrSency, 
Austin, Texas (May, 1963)> P« 1°8. 
3Egbert, op. pit., p. 32. 
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That the administration respect the unique­
ness of a music teacher's training and accord her 
a status that her training warrants."*" 
That the music teacher will be consulted 
concerning the appropriation of funds for the 
music department, the acceptance of engagements 
and the nature and extent to which the department 




11. That the principal use discretion in using 
his prerogative as general overseer—consult the 
music teacher concerning matters of a technical 
nature.2 
It is expected that the above recommendations would 
bring the area of music inside the curriculum and within 
the periphery of the principal's administrative considera­
tion. 
Recommendations for Improving the Plant and Facilities 
Lorene Ort^ made this very classic statement. 
"Music has been the step-child of the curriculum." 




^Ort, o£. cit., p. ̂ 2. 
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consideration for music in planning the school plant and 
the lack of consideration of instructional needs of the 
music department when planning a school budget, 
mendations made in light of the needs of the music depart­




1. That each of the Negro schools of Wood County, 
Texas construct a music wing onto the building in 
order to satisfy the basic requirements of a music 
program that concerns the plant. Such a wing must 
be constructed in light of the sound of music, de­
tractions, acoustics, convenience for practicing 
the band, ensembles, chorus and soloists. 
2. That provision be made by the school for the 
purchase of the instruments that are necessary for 
conducting the music program that is prescribed for 
the school. 
3. That provision be made by the school for 
securing the instruments necessary for each child 
to participate in the music program. 
*f. That a system of priority of essentials be 
set up in order to guide the purchasing of musical 
equipments and supplies. Here are some good 
examples. "Should band uniforms be purchased before 
purchasing band instruments? Which is more essential, 
a hat for the majorette or a drum? 
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These are questions that must he answered. 
The Evaluative Criteria, 1950^" provide a check list 
that may be presented as recommendations for the schools. 
These recommendations are: 
That special rooms be assigned for music 
activities. 
1. 
2. That music rooms be made sound proof, to such 
an extent, or so located that they do not in­
terfere with the conduct of other classes. ? 
3. That correct posture chairs be provided for 
pupils performing with instruments. 
That the needs of the music department be 
recognized in the scheduling of activities 
in the auditorium. 
b. 
5. That provision be made to meet individual 
and group practice requirements. 
That storage places for equipment and space 
for supplies and music materials be provided. 
That provision be made in the budget to 
replace materials and equipment as necessary. 
That the following equipment be provided: 
Pianos 




Public address equipment 
Music stands 
A music library 













•'•Evaluative Criteria, 1950> £!£•» P# ^55* 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The music programs in the four Negro schools of Wood 
Countyj Texas, have some very basic elements in common. 
These commonalities include the origins of the programs, 
the operation of the programs, the attitudes of the adminis­
trations and the status of the program in the curriculum 
offerings. 
The report of the questionnaires that were sent to 
all of the persons who worked with the music programs in 
the Negro schools of Wood County, Texas, reflect the pres­
ence of a philosophy that just grew up. The philosophies 
had very little educational dimension. The philosophies 
lacked educational insight, educational purpose or educa­
tional justification. 
The administrations portrayed attitudes that fluc­
tuated from obstruction by neglect to obstruction by direct 
The attitudes of the administrations are reflected action. 
more in what the music teachers were not permitted to do 
because of policy regulations than in what the teachers 
The music program was affected by unfavorable 
schedule placement, insufficient time allotment, the atti­
tude of the administration concerning how essential music 
failed to do. 
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was in the curriculum, an impoverished budget and in 
general, the failure to plan for music as a cardinal part 
of the curriculum. 
The validity of these facts is reflected in the 
condition of the plants and the facilities. Not a single 
school plant was planned with a music program in mind. 
Not one of the schools has a special room adapted to music 
instruction, nor for music practice of any sort, 
is provided with a storage space for instruments, for special 
supplies nor for a music library. 
supplies may be found in the gymnasium, the cafeteria, the 
bookroom, the office or in a classroom. 
had the minimum facilities for carrying on a music program. 
The teachers' techniques and procedures are condi­
tioned for the most part by the system under which the 
The school with few facilities and a 
No school 
Musical instruments and 
Only one school 
program operated, 
limited supply of equipment has to improvise its procedures 
to meet the conditions. The standards for performances are 
set by the whims of the public. Teachers use procedures 
that are fashioned by their own ingenuity. The procedures 
do not seem to be fashioned by cardinal objectives, either 
general or musical. The techniques and procedures are 
keyed to satisfying transient objectives of an interested 
party or an interested group. 
The training that the teachers have who work with 
music in the Negro schools of Wood County, Texas, conforms 
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favorably to the certification requirements, except one. 
It is logical to assume that a creditable instructional 
program would take place. The teachers tend to add to 
their professional competency by attending workshops, 
clinics, and music conferences. These assets seem, never­
theless, to be dwarfed by the restrictions of an inept 
administration. 
The administration, without educative purpose, pro­
vides or permits the pupils to participate in a number of 
music activities. The writer sees little evidence that the 
selection of the events in which they participate is guided 
by the child's need for that particular type of musical ex­
perience. The pupils have few opportunities for self 
expression, for developing awareness and insights. 
In the light of the facts revealed by this study, 
the following conclusions are logical: 
1. The music program of the Negro schools of 
Wood County, Texas are in need of improvement. 
2. That purposeful attention has not been given 
to the formulation and acceptance of a philosophy 
of music education that is educationally sound and 
realistically feasible. 
3. The administration is responsible for the 
quality and dimension of the music program. 
*+. The convenience of the plants, the avail­
ability of equipment and supplies offer very little 
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assistance toward the operation of an adequate music 
program. 
5. The teachers' teaching techniques and pro­
cedures reflect the impoverished instructional 
ditions under which the teachers must work. 
con-
Their 
work recedes to the level of possibilities under 
adverse conditions. 
6. The teachers are an exceptional group from a 
professional point of view. They adhere to the self 
improvement practices that are expected, that are 
effectual and continuous. 
7» The opportunities that pupils have for self 
expression, to create and produce music, are not 
arranged with the basic objectives of music in mind. 
Singing, listening, creating and appreciating are 
elements of self expression. Self expression out­
lets are usually a show-off occasion in most of the 
schools. 
Finally, it is to be concluded that there is a 
glaring need for redirection in the music programs of the 
This new direction Negro schools of Wood County, Texas. 
may be discerned by evaluating the present programs in 
light of the generally accepted criteria involving music. 
The music education program must be educationally sound 
It must be in order that experiences will be valuable, 
flexible in design in order to accommodate individual 
82 
differences. It must be integrated in order to facilitate 
It must be correlated with continuity in development, 
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